COOKIES POLICY
Cookies are files which are downloaded in your computer when you access to some web pages. The
cookies allows the web page to stock up and recover data about navigation habits of the user or his
device and depending the info contained in them and the way you handle your device can be used to
recognize the user.
The browser memorizes the cookies in the hard drive only during the actual session using a
minimum memory space and it doesn’t harm your device. Cookies doesn’t contain any kind of
specific personal information and most of them are deleted once finished the browser session (these
are called session cookies).
Most browsers accept cookies as standard and allows or forbids, trough the security adjustments,
temporal or persistent cookies.
Without your agreement (activating cookies in your internet browser) Trim tangle will not store in
the cookies the data you provided in the moment of your registration or the data obtained during the
page load.
What kind of cookies this web page is using?
Technical cookies: are those which allow the user the navigation trough a web page, platform or
application and the use of different options or services integrated in them as, for example, traffic
monitoring and data transmission or others like identifying a session, accessing restricted areas,
using security measures during navigation, storing data for sound or video diffusion or sharing
contents trough social media.
Customization cookies: Allow the user to access a service with some general predefined settings
according to some criteria in the user device like the language, the type of browser used to access to
the service or the regional configuration from where this service is being accessed.
Third Party cookies: The Trim Tangle web could use third party services (Google Analytics for
example) which gather information for statistic purposes and about other services related with the
website activity and another Internet services.
The user expressly accepts, by the utilization of this Site, the management of the gathered
information in the way and for the purposes we mentioned before. And, also recognizes the
possibility of reject the management of this data not allowing the use of cookies trough the proper

configuration options in his or her browser. The users must be aware that blocking this cookies
could not allow them to enjoy the complete Website functionality.
You could accept, block or delete the cookies installed in your device through the configuration
options of your installed web browser.
If you have some doubts about the cookies policy, you can contact Trim tangle at:
contact@trimtanngle.com

